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OFF THE FLOOR

RENEGADE 
APPARATUS 
CLAYTON HINES started the TROUBLE ON 
VINYL label in 1993. They pushed new 
sounds, moving acid house into jungle and 
drum & bass. In 1996, again with MARK 
HILL, he founded RENEGADE HARDWARE, a 
tougher sound at the centre of the British 
d&b scene. This is a social history of a wild 
underground reality, pre-Internet, unlikely 
to be seen again. Renegade proves d&b 
enabled the cash industry of today, and 
features testimonials from players who 
cite METALHEADZ, BAR RUMBA and the old 
school MIAMI WINTER MUSIC CONFERENCE, 
not forgetting the ’fallen soldiers’ 
honoured in the foreword: STORMIN, 
KEMISTRY, MC KENDO, MARCUS INTALEX, 
SPIRIT, BILLY DENIAL, CHRIS KOSIBA, 
STEVIE HYPER D, DJ TREND, SEAN RIGGS, 
PAUL TROUBLE ANDERSON, TC IZLAM, 
SARAH WALTERS, TENOR FLY, TANGO AND 
DOMINATO.

PSY FI
GIL DE RAY'S new VOODOOTRON project is all post-
krautrock and Nicolas Jaar, sci-fi displacement blues 
with a sneer of Suicide. Or as DJ Chris Rotter says: 
“The Gun Club on mushrooms”. It sees the creation 
of everything from the entire post-Sumerian world of 
capes and temples of the songs, which are produced 
with Benjamin Floor Trauma, the Helsinki-based 
Parisian, to the videos.

Your advice on story?
“Firstly you have to get to know the song, understand 
what it’s saying, and generally what emotions are 
being evoked. Then you have to work out a rough 
storyline. Think about locations where you can 
execute your idea. Work out your shoot list as much in 
advance as possible. When you get to editing, all that 
forward planning will make your life much easier. You 
gotta do it, ’cause you have an aesthetic idea you 
need to communicate. Most videos are absolutely 
devoid of that. Always consider the song, what 
message is it conveying, how does it make you feel? 
If you can channel those same emotions into a visual 
context, then you have a powerful combination.”

Your inspiration?
“We had this whole conceptual idea based on the 
Sumerian texts about the Annunaki. We’re having fun 
with a lot of ideas of ancient technologies, like sonic 
levitation and astral projection. Visually it’s a great 
template too — robes and capes and animal heads, 
and all that kind of crazy shit.

“I’m working on the next video, for a song called ‘The 
Kids Aren’t Alright’, it’s a heavy song with a heavy 
subject (institutionalised paedophilia). Conceptually 
it’s a challenge to make something visually that 
people will want to watch, but lyrically points to the 
darkest aspects of society. So it’s about balancing 
that to make it effective. There’s no point delivering 
an important message if it’s unwatchable.”

How did you start?
“I’ve been making music since I was 11, I got a Super 
8 camera making these three-minute movies with 
music to go with it. That’s where it really started, but 
it wasn’t ’til much later that I started doing it with 
the aid of computers. About 10-12 years ago, I was 
asking people I knew who could edit if they could 
make a video for a band I was doing at the time, and 
everyone was so flaky and expensive that I thought, 
‘I can do this myself’. That’s really what you have to 
do now, you can’t just be one thing, you have to be 
able to do everything. That’s if you remotely care 
about your aesthetics and want to be in control.”

Fave music vids of all time?
“The Jesus & Mary Chain, ‘You Trip Me Up’, a bunch 
of cool guys in leather trousers hanging out on the 
beach in Portugal with their guitars stuck in the sand. 
The colours and the whole look was so incongruous, it 
blew my mind.”

And films?
“Gasper Noé, Enter The Void is still visually one of the 
most beautiful films ever made. Panos Cosmatos too, 

Mandy is one of the best films I’ve seen for a really 
long time. I also love Beyond The Black Rainbow, 
visually speaking those two are at the very forefront 
of creative film-making. Tangerine was made on an 
iPhone, and a personal favourite, Assholes by Peter 
Vack from last year. That is a work of genuine genius.”
 
On budgets…
“If you are clever enough, you can make something 
with no budget.”

Secret kit essentials?
“Super 8 camera.”

On being an auteur…
“Absolutely, if you are not putting your own vision 
into something, then you are just an augmented 
algorithm.”

Your aesthetic?
“I love colour and movement. The word psychedelic is 
over-used and misused, but I do feel those influences 
naturally distil through everything I do.”

On working with concepts…
“Without a concept you’re just a tourist, pointing 
your camera at things randomly.”

Can you just shoot it on a phone?
“Damn right, you can absolutely make a movie with 
your iPhone.”

•instagram.com/gil_de_ray/
•YouTube: GilDeRayFilms
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